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1. INTRODUCTION 
In a fairly recent paper [l], Dimsdale and Inselberg have shown that 
I, = l .a* s s o( l xp2 . . . x,)%w2;1 dx, dx, . ’ dx, 0 
= & o1 u” log- I/u du 
I (*I 
and 
I, = I, , I?&+1 > 42 for n > 2 and $zIn = 1. (2) 
These results generalize problem E2216 [2] of the author, who posed the 
problem of determining which of the two integrals I1 or I, is larger. In the 
solution of E2216 (which as published after [l] was submitted but before 
it was published), it was noted that J. Gillis had also extended the problem 
and obtained the results given by (2). Additionally, Gillis showed (private 
communication) that 
In = jyo (-1)’ (” + ; - 1) (y + 1)-M* 
The latter expansion can also be obtained from (1) by expanding 
uU = exp(u log U) and integrating termwise. 
We give a further extension which has some similarity to Dirichlet’s 
multiple integral 
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If we let 
then 
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2. INTEGRAND OF FORM F(hx,x, ... xn) 
F,, L- Joa ... Joa F(AxI.xz ... s,) dx, d.r, ... d.v, , 
477 
(3) 
F,, = (a”~-l/(n - I)!) I= F(a’+W) log”-‘(a,,t) dt. (4) 
0 
Our proof is by induction. Assume (4) is valid for n = k - 1. Change )\ to 
/\.r, and integrate both sides to give 
Fk = (&“/(A - 2)!) j-= d.y, j-“F(ak-%x,) 10g~-~(a,‘t) d  
0 0 
= (nk-l/(k - 2)!) ja t-l log”-“(a/t) dt 1’ F(&‘A.r) dx. 
0 ‘0 
Interchanging the order of integration again and integrating, we obtain (4) 
for n = k. Since (4) is valid for n = 1, it is valid for n 7-x 1,2, 3 ,... . 
By letting F(x) = x”, h = a = 1, (4) reduces to (1). Also, it now follows 
that a generalization of 1, = 1a is given by 
j-l G(Y) dx = /-l [lG{(.ry)Ty] dx dy, 
0 ‘0 ‘0 
where G(x)/.x is integrable. (This result was also noted independently by 
D. J. Newman.) 
3. THE SEQUENCE {F,) 
\Ve shall establish bounds and monotonicity properties of the F,‘s, 
assuming appropriate properties for F(x). 
A. If F’(x) > 0, a = 1, h > 0, then F, .a F,,,, . For by integrating 
F, by parts, we obtain 
F, == (-1 ;‘n!) s1 tF(ht)d lognl/t dt = (1 /n!) s’ {F(k) + htF’(ht)j kg”], t dt 
0 0 
or 
F,, - F,,,l = (l/‘n!) [‘M’(k) log”l,,t dt > 0. 
-0 
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B. If F(x) = G(P) >/ 0, where G’(x) 2 0, a = X = 1, then since the 
maximum and minimum of X” for 0 < x < I are, respectively, 1 and 
e-lie = (Y z 0.6992, we have 
(G(c+!) j’ log”l/t dt < F,+l < (l/n!) j’ lognl/t dt. 
0 0 
On integrating, G(or) <F,+, < 1 for 7t > 1. Also, by integrating by parts, 
we obtain 
F, = -(l/n!) j’ tG(tt)d lognl/t 
0 
= (l/n!) j1 {G(t’) + @(l + log t)} log”l/t dt 
0 
or 
Fn - Fn+l = (l/n!) jol tt+l(l + log t) log%l/t dt 3 S&z!. 
From (5), Fl = F, * S, = 0. Now consider 
s n+1 -&= j' tt+l(l + log t)(log l/t - 1) log”l/t dt < 0. 
0 
Thus, S, < 0 for n >, 2, and so F, < F,+l for n > 2. 
The boundedness and monotonicity of {F,,} guarantee the existence of 
L = lim n-oo F,, . We obtain its value in a manner related to Laplace’s asymp- 
totic method for integrals [3]. In 
F n+l = (l/n!) joa e-VG(a) dt; a = exp[--te-t], 
let t = n(1 + x) to give 
F ?a+1 = 
s 
-: [e-%(x + l)lnG(h(x)) dx 4 f: [e-2(x + l)]” dx, 
where 
h(x) = exp -n(l + x) e-n(l+xb. 
Since e-z(l + x) has its maximum value 1 at x = 0, 
L = lim 1’ [e-“(1 + x)lnG(h(x)) dx + 1’ [e-41 + x)ln dx, ?I’cc --E -E 
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where E is arbitrarily small and >O. Since X takes on its smallest value at 
s =z= 1,/n - 1, 
1 2 X(x) 2 h(Y) for 72 > 7t0 .
Also, since G’(a) >, 0, then G(1) > G(h(x)) zs G(h(-6)). Finally, 
lim,,, G( 1) > L > lim,,, G(A( -E)), giving L = G( 1). 
A further extension of (4) is given by 
In == Jo1 ... j-olF(hllxi) lIx;i dxi = (-l>“-’ 1 (l/Z’n’(~i)) 1’ t”F(h) dt, (6) 
I’ 0 
where P,(x) =17(x - ri), P,‘(rJ # 0, and the index i = I, 2,..., n. Our 
proof is by induction. 
LEMMA. If G(x) = n(x - a,), then 
~/G(X) = C {G’(ai)(X - a<)>-1. 
nlssume that (6) is valid for n = k - 1. Then 
]k = (- 1)’ lo1 x7* dx IO1 F(Axt) x (trs/P;-,(~i)) df, 
where here the index i = 1, 2,..., k - 1. Letting xt == p, interchanging the 
order of integration, and integrating with respect to x, zue obtain 
Jx = ( -I)k-l JOIF(hp) dp 2 ((t”’ - C)/(ri - rX.) &(ri)). 
Then by the lemma, we obtain (6) for n = k. Since (6) is valid for k = 1, 
it is valid for k = 2, 3,... . It also follows that 
rt 
limit 
c Pf’(,i) 
-= 
o‘l*r.L *.... T,)+(r.r  .. . . r) 
(-1)-r log”-l~ ,‘f. 
(n - I)! 
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